Introduction
Tuberous sclerosis complex, a neurocutaneous autosomal dominant disorder involving mutations of the TSC1 or TSC2 genes, is characterized by hamartomas in multiple organ systems [1] . Its prevalence is 1 in 6000 live births [2] . Close to 45% of patients have mild-to-profound intellectual disabilities [3] , and 25-60% have autism [4] . Most patients with tuberous sclerosis complex have cortical tubers, which are dysplastic lesions composed of giant cells, maloriented dysmorphic neurons, and atypical astrocytes [1] . The association between tuber load and location and neurologic outcomes remains unclear [5] [6] [7] . Consequently, efforts are underway to understand what determines clinical phenotype and to identify prognostic indicators, so that targeted interventions can be developed.
Mouse models of tuberous sclerosis complex indicate decreased myelination throughout the cortex, as well as aberrant topographic projections of axon pathways in the reticulogeniculate tract [8, 9] . Disruption of white matter may contribute to the high incidence of behavioral and cognitive impairments in tuberous sclerosis complex.
Diffusion tensor imaging is a type of magnetic resonance imaging that examines the direction and magnitude of average water diffusion, allowing inferences about the underlying tissue structure. Water in a biological system does not diffuse equally in all directions, and anisotropy is a measure of directional preference of diffusion. Cortical tubers with higher apparent diffusion coefficient and lower fractional anisotropy seem to have a greater epileptogenic potential [10, 11] , and in tuberous sclerosis complex patients normal-appearing white matter differs from that of control subjects [12] .
Study aims were to test the application of tractography and to survey the condition of white matter in tuberous sclerosis complex, focusing on the visual system and areas of social cognition.
Study Design and Methods

Subjects
Ten patients (age range, 1.5-25 years) with an established diagnosis of tuberous sclerosis complex were imaged with 3 T magnetic resonance imaging (Siemens TrioTim) as part of their routine care. Six control subjects (age range, 1.1-25 years) had the same type of imaging. All the patients fulfilled the clinical criteria for definite tuberous sclerosis complex, as defined by the Tuberous Sclerosis Consensus Conference [13] . All patients with tuberous sclerosis complex were monitored in the Multidisciplinary Tuberous Sclerosis Program at Children's Hospital Boston. Through this clinic, each patient received full neurologic assessment. Recruitment of the control subjects and data acquisition was conducted with informed consent from patients or guardians, using a protocol approved by the Children's Hospital Institutional Review Board.
Data Acquisition
Both structural and diffusion images were acquired. Sedation was used to avoid motion artifact during image acquisition for all the tuberous sclerosis complex patients and for the youngest control subject. Sedation is routinely used in pediatric imaging and has not been associated with detectable signal alterations. The potential effects of sedation on diffusion tensor imaging measurements to date have been minimal [14] .
A T 1 -weighted image was acquired in the sagittal plane with slice thickness of 1 mm. Diffusion-weighted imaging was performed using slice thickness of 2.2 mm and 35 diffusion gradient encoding directions.
Data Processing
All scans were corrected for inhomogeneity of signal intensity, aligned, and resampled to match the structural T 1 -weighted scan. Nonbrain matter was excluded by applying a threshold to the diffusion-weighted image.
Tractography is a diffusion tensor imaging method that permits the tracking of macroscopic water displacement along pathways in the brain, yielding robust identification of three-dimensional volumes of interest in a reproducible way [15] [16] [17] . Probabilistic methods allow robust identification of large three-dimensional segments of white matter fiber bundles, rather than only two-dimensional cross sections at specific points, and allow improved sampling of tracts in areas of low anisotropy [18] .
The white matter underlying the primary visual cortex was manually drawn on a fractional anisotropy map overlain on a T 1 -weighted image. The selected region included white matter directly adjacent to the calcarine sulcus in each hemisphere (Fig 1) . The lateral geniculate nucleus on each side was identified on color by orientation maps (Fig 2) , according to previously described landmarks [19] .
White matter fiber tracts were identified with a stochastic tractography algorithm [20, 21] . Briefly, this algorithm models the path of the fiber tract as a sequence of vectors, wherein steps are taken along the path with an orientation that depends only upon the previous vector and the local diffusion information. Five tracts were initiated per voxel in the starting region of interest, with a maximum path length of 200 steps allowed, and were terminated in regions with extremely low fractional anisotropy.
Tracts consistent with the optic radiation were generated by first seeding all the tracts from the white matter underlying the primary visual cortex. Subsequent filtering by a second region of interest retained only those tracts that also passed through the lateral geniculate nucleus on each side. The probability that a voxel was present in a fiber pathway was then determined by counting the total number of sampled paths that included the voxel and then dividing by the total number of sampled paths. Images of the resultant probability distributions were generated, and a 7% threshold was set to isolate anatomically consistent fibers bundles and produce three-dimensional volume of interest masks. These masks were overlain on aligned fractional anisotropy and mean diffusivity maps, to sample volumes of interest (Fig 3) . The mean fractional anisotropy, mean diffusivity, radial diffusivity, and axial diffusivity were extracted for each tract as a whole at each time point. 
Two-Dimensional White Matter Regions of Interest
Two-dimensional regions of interests were drawn bilaterally in the anterior and posterior limbs of the internal capsule, superior temporal gyrus, inferior temporal gyrus, and splenium of the corpus callosum (Fig 4) . The mean of two measures on different slices was taken. Diffusion parameters extracted were fractional anisotropy, mean diffusivity, radial diffusivity, and axial diffusivity.
Results
All 16 cases (i.e., both patients and control subjects) yielded excellent quality diffusion tensor imaging and structural scans that were successfully registered. Seeding of tracts between the primary visual cortex and lateral geniculate nucleus bilaterally produced anatomically plausible conditioned-probability maps and masks (Fig 3) . Although clinically the tuberous sclerosis complex patients were characterized as either typically developing (n = 3), developmentally delayed (n = 2), or autistic (n = 5), the number of subjects was too small to analyze diffusion tensor imaging results by phenotype.
For data analysis, diffusion values for tuberous sclerosis complex patients were compared with those for control subjects. All tuberous sclerosis complex patients and control subjects were above 1.1 years of age. The rate of change of diffusion parameters in white matter is expected to decrease from this age onward, because the fastest increase in maturation occurs during the first year of life [22] . Age was included as a covariate, and its effect was adjusted for in a simple linear regression model.
The response was one of four measures (fractional anisotropy, mean diffusivity, radial diffusivity, or axial diffusivity) in each of six regions: posterior limb of the internal capsule, anterior limb of the internal capsule, superior temporal gyrus, inferior temporal gyrus, splenium of the corpus callosum, and geniculocalcarine tract. Although these are certainly multivariate data, there were not enough observations for a multivariate response model, and thus 24 univariate response models were applied. The predictor was age at the time of scan, and a simple variable, TSC. For each of the 24 models, the model fit was
where TSC = 0 for control and 1 otherwise. It was then tested whether b 1 , the coefficient for TSC, was equal to zero adjusted for age.
The responses are listed in Table 1 . Fractional anisotropy in the splenium of the corpus callosum and geniculocalcarine tract regions had a negative coefficient, signifying that the values in the tuberous sclerosis complex group were lower than in the control group. Axial diffusivity in the anterior limb of the internal capsule, superior temporal gyrus, and geniculocalcarine tract was also lower for tuberous sclerosis complex groups. Mean diffusivity and radial diffusivity of the splenium of the corpus callosum region were higher in the tuberous sclerosis complex group than in the control group.
Discussion
Diffusion tensor imaging and tractography methods were applied to the analysis of white matter in tuberous sclerosis complex. Differences in diffusion characteristics were found predominantly in the geniculocalcarine tract and splenium of the corpus callosum, as well as in the anterior limb of the internal capsule and the superior temporal gyrus. Lower fractional anisotropy in the tuberous sclerosis complex group suggests the presence of disorganized and poorly myelinated axons [23] [24] [25] , whereas lower axial diffusivity implies poor integrity of the axons themselves [26] . Higher mean diffusivity could indicate differences in the extracellular environment of this region between groups [27] , and higher radial diffusivity might signify impaired myelination [28] . These findings are in accord with reports indicating a diffuse abnormality of normal-appearing white matter examined with diffusion tensor magnetic resonance imaging [12] . Loss of TSC1 or TSC2 function has been shown to have detrimental effects on the regulation of axonal growth, particularly neuronal polarity and axon formation [29] . No differences were found between the patient and control groups in the region pertaining to the motor system (posterior limb of the internal capsule). Some systems might therefore be differentially affected, despite the widespread nature of the white matter involvement.
Diffusion abnormalities were found primarily in the splenium of the corpus callosum and the geniculocalcarine tract, both of which are heavily involved in the transmission of basic visual information to the cortex. Of the areas involved in higher level processing of sensory information (inferior temporal gyrus, fusiform gyrus, and superior temporal gyrus), only the superior temporal gyrus showed significant differences between groups. The superior temporal gyrus and anterior limb of the internal capsule of the tuberous sclerosis complex group had significantly lower axial diffusivity values than did the control group. The superior temporal gyrus has been associated with auditory processing, social cognition, regulation of behavior and neural mechanisms of imitation [30, 31] . The anterior limb of the internal capsule is the principal white matter tract providing reciprocal connections among the frontal cortex, striatum, and thalamus and is involved in long-range communication. Functionally, this may indicate a combination of disturbed primary sensory processing, with some associated higher level and long range disturbances, as hinted at in previous magnetoencephalography findings [32] . In the present study, regions involved in the processing of visual auditory and social stimuli were different in the tuberous sclerosis complex group and the control group, indicating more disorganized and dysmyelinated axons with impaired structural integrity in the patient group. Given the high frequency of autism and behavioral problems in tuberous sclerosis complex, this finding raises the question of whether this abnormality in white matter tracts is correlated with behavioral and cognitive phenotype. In other words, are there specific diffusion tensor imaging characteristics that may differentiate tuberous sclerosis complex patients with autism from those with global delay, or from those with typical development? Identification and description of such imaging characteristics may shed light on the mechanisms of clinical heterogeneity in tuberous sclerosis complex.
There were some practical limitations to the present study, the first being the small number of tuberous sclerosis complex cases included. The 10 cases in the tuberous sclerosis complex group included a variety of clinical phenotypes, ranging from typical development to autism spectrum disorder and severe developmental delay. Such a range is a known feature of the tuberous sclerosis complex population, and larger data sets could allow a focus on each of these behavioral subtypes individually.
The presence or absence of tubers along the path of the visual tract was not included in the analysis. The tractography algorithm used in the present study terminates tracts in regions of extremely low fractional anisotropy, such as is exhibited by tubers. In this analysis, the tracts that pass through the regions of interest of the lateral geniculate nuclei and the white matter adjacent to the calcarine sulcus were considered, and the tracts passed through normalappearing white matter. The white matter signal may be altered by the presence of small tubers at or below the resolution of the imaging, or by disruption of white matter at the periphery of larger tubers.
Given that even normal-appearing white matter has been found to be abnormal in tuberous sclerosis complex [12] , and that tuber number has not been shown to correlate very closely with clinical outcome [7] , it is likely that the microscopic effects of tubers extend well beyond what can be subjectively identified. Furthermore, electrophysiologic studies have shown that electrodes embedded in cortical tubers detect little or no epileptogenic activity while the surrounding tissue is highly active [33] . One of the aims of the present study was to find a more reliable way of identifying and quantifying abnormalities in the white matter, and the focus was therefore on analysis of generated tracts. The relationship between the tuber pathology and the nontuber pathology in tuberous sclerosis complex is likely to be an interesting area of research in the future.
Rapid maturation occurs in the first year of life, and the subjects were all over 1 year of age. The regression model used to test for a difference in white matter microstructure between tuberous sclerosis complex and control subjects used age as a dependent variable to account for the differing ages of the subjects, with a dichotomous dependent variable describing the group (i.e., tuberous sclerosis complex or control). Analysis using this regression model identified a statistically significant association between the group indicator and white matter microstructure in particular brain regions.
Future work might concentrate on the first few years of life, with a view to identifying early signs of later compromise and toward targeting therapeutic interventions. The underlying cause for the phenotypical heterogeneity in tuberous sclerosis complex might be elucidated by examining differences in diffusion properties of white matter between different clinical groups. Furthermore, mTOR inhibitor (rapamycin) therapy appears to benefit cell size and myelination in a mouse model in which Tsc1 is ablated in most neurons during development [8] , and such therapy may be effective in improving cognitive outcome in tuberous sclerosis complex patients.
Conclusion
The differences in diffusion properties of white matter between the tuberous sclerosis complex group and the control group suggest disorganized and structurally compromised axons with poor myelination. The visual and social cognition systems appear to be differentially involved, and these differences may correlate with the behavioral phenotype.
